The essence of life is statistical improbability
on a colossal scale.
Richard Dawkins
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Speaker Announcement
Our speaker this month is NASA Solar System Ambassador,
Salem Emara, who will speak on the Mars Insight Mission. I'll
also give an off-topic short talk on our adventures getting a giant
dinosaur bone out of the Utah desert last October.
The meeting is in Shanahan B460 on the Harvey Mudd
campus, this Friday, February 7, at 7:30 PM. I hope to see you
there!
Matt Wedel

https://svpow.com/
https://news.westernu.edu/westernu-paleontologist-helpsrecover-rare-brachiosaurus-in-utah/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2020-01-30/rare-twometre-long-dinosaur-bone-unveiled-brachiosaurus/11910130
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General Meeting 01/10/20
The moon will occult Mars the early morning of 2/18/20. For
the Los Angeles area Mars will pass behind the moon at 3:37:00
am PST, and reappear at 4:27:13 am.
Our speaker for the evening was Alex McConahay. He is a
member of PVAA and RAS (Riverside Astronomical Society).
The title of his presentation was “5 Astro Images that Destroyed
the World”. Alex asked the questions: “Who are we?” and
“Where are we?” We have been looking up at the cosmos since
the dawn of man. The Orion constellation was found carved into
a Mammoth bone, showing that even prehistoric man charted the
stars. Aristotle described the movement in the Heavens as
“imperfect circles”, which now bring us to our 1st image.
In 1610 Galileo Galilei published "Sidereus, Nuncius" which
contained depictions of Jupiter and 4 moons. The moons orbited
Jupiter, and not Earth which went against the commonly held
belief that everything orbited the Earth. The publication also had
images of the moon, showing craters, mountains and
‘imperfections’ in the heavenly body. He also pointed out that
the sun has ‘sun spots’, and it too was not perfect.
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The 2 image in Alex’s collection is from 1905,
proving Einstein correct that the sun ‘bent’ space to see
stars behind it. This happened during the 1905 solar
eclipse that showed stars in the sky that were behind the
sun. This showed that the light did not travel in a straight
line, but curved around the gravitational field of the sun to
be seen thus proving Einstein’s Theory.

The 3rd image is based on “The Great Debate” between Harlow Shapley
and Herber Curtis. Is the universe just the Milky Way, or is it bigger?
Shapley believed that ‘spiral nebulae’ like Andromeda and Pinwheel were
simply part of the Milky Way, while Curtis argued that they are separate
galaxies unto themselves. In his endeavor to prove Curtis wrong after the
debate, he actually proved Curtis right. The universe is much bigger than
the Milky Way.

The 4th image is actually a graph showing that
the farther away an object is, the faster it is
moving, relative to us. The universe is expanding
at an ever accelerating rate, like dots on a balloon
that is being inflated.
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The final picture is “Earthrise” taken by
Bill Anders on December 24th, 1968 while
orbiting the moon on the Apollo 8 mission.
Gary Thompson

Club Events Calendar
Feb 7

General Meeting – Mars Insight Mission and
Dino Bones
Feb 22 Star Party – Mecca Beach, Salton Sea
Feb 26 Board Meeting
Mar 6 General Meeting
Mar 21 Star Party – Mecca Beach, Salton Sea
Apr 1
Apr 10
Apr 25
Apr 29

Board Meeting
General Meeting - Apollo 13)
Star Party – Afton Canyon
Board Meeting

Jul 22
Jul 31

Board Meeting
General Meeting

Aug 15 Star Party -- TBD
Aug 19 Board Meeting
Aug 28 General Meeting
Sep 12 Star Party -- TBD
Sep 16 Board Meeting
Sep 25 General Meeting
Oct 10 Star Party -- TBD

May 8 General Meeting
May 23 Star Party -- TBD
May 27 Board Meeting

Oct 21 Board Meeting
Oct 30 General Meeting

Jun 5 General Meeting
Jun 20 Star Party – TBD

Nov 7 Star Party -- TBD
Nov 11 Board Meeting
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RB66
There was a new addition to our astronomical optics family
this month: a large binocular designed and built about fifteen
years ago by JMI. This binocular comprises two six-inch F/5
reflectors. It weighs about fifty pounds and is mounted on a
small but stable tripod. The unusual design aspect is that instead
of having this lofted over your head and craning your neck up at
the sky, the Newtonian focusers are arranged so that you are
looking down, towards the primary mirrors, with your head
between the two optical tubes.
The design adds to the comfort of observation and aids
substantially in stability and convenience.
Claire and John Stover were helpful in getting this binocular
to me. They were intermediaries between me and the seller who
lived in Chico, a little over an hour from their place in Knights
Landing. They met with the guy and paid him off, and then
brought the binocular down to southern Cal the week before new
moon.
There were a half dozen club members and a few more
groupies at GMARS, the Riverside club's site in Landers, where
we took the binocular for First Light (for us). I happened
already to have two Meade 20mm wide angle Plossls, and a pair
of Meade 9.7mm Plossls. I have no idea how I came by doubles
of these, but they were ready-made for a binocular telescope
setup. Even better was the fact that Ron Hoekwater had a 24mm
Panoptic, as did a friend of mine here in Claremont who,
although new to astronomy, is pretty well geared up. So, using
the Panoptics with their 1 ¼ inch barrels, I could view at 31x
with a 2.2 degree field of view.
Let me say right now, there is a lot of hype about binocular
viewing, and I've bought into most of it. Among the fans, there
is a statement floating around that using both eyes adds 30 or 40
percent to the amount that you can see. That's a little vague, but
let's say that that increase, at 33 percent, makes your six-inch
optics more like 8-inch optics. And then there is another Old
Wives' rule of thumb that observing comfortably, which is
possible with this setup—standing comfortably, viewing down
more or less naturally, not up, no squinting or facial
contortion—well the Old Wives rule of thumb is that that adds 2
inches to aperture. So now we are up to a 10-inch scope
equivalent.
Well, I'm not prepared to make that leap just yet, but I will
say that for my money the view was quite nice. There was much
structure in M42 at 31 power using the Panoptics or at 37 power
using the 20mm Meades. M81 and M82 were very nicely set
together in the 2.2 degree field of the Panoptics. M31 and its
satellite galaxy were visible for a few hours early in the evening
and because of the wide field and relatively high power (for a
binocular) it was one of the nicest views I've had. We spent
some time on the Double Cluster and could just barely see the
Crab Nebula. It was visible though. I went to bed about 11 but
got up before dawn to easily catch M57, the Ring Nebula and
M4 in Scorpius.
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Binoculars are not the simple instruments that their ubiquity
might imply. One needs to take care of three or four factors.
The interpupilary distance has to be set, each optic must be
focused, and the binos must be collimated.
In regular
binoculars, the IP is set by squeezing the tubes together or
adjusting them apart on the hinge. The focus is commonly done
with a center wheel to get the left eyepiece right and then the
"diopter" adjust on the right tube is tweaked in. And
collimation, or merging or fusing of the images is normally set at
the factory and isn't readily adjustable. (Although you'd be
surprised how many binos get out of whack then the owners just
live with them or put them away in a closet where they linger for
years)
All of the settings mentioned are done with electric motors in
the JMI RB-66 binocular. First you set the IP using a left-right
rocker switch that drives the eyepieces nearer or farther from
each other. This is done by sight, ensuring that the views
through both eyepieces are coincident. I know that my IPD is
63mm, well within the adjustment range of the RB-66. Next, the
focus of each tube is adjusted with a pair of red button switches
conveniently placed. I normally cover up the off-tube while I
adjust the other's focus. Then I repeat the procedure for the
other eyepiece. Finally, especially after changing eyepieces, I'll
see that the images do not merge. There are two more rocker
switches: the right one rocks the right mirror back and forth,
moving the right tube's image left and right. You simply align
the two images one over or below the other. Then, you operate
the left tubes rocker switch that tilts the left telescope mirror up
or down, moving the two images closer or farther apart in the
vertical direction. You simply bring them together by operation
of the switch and you are done.
All of this takes a lot longer to describe than to actually
accomplish. I encouraged all visitors to the binocular to play
with the adjustments, but I don't think many did it all the way,
which is too bad. It's easy and really gives a rewarding view.
I look forward to bringing this big bino to future star parties.
I'm already looking at February at GMARS. I also am anxious
to see how it handles the summer sky at the Grand Canyon in
June, and when I go up to Oregon, probably later in the Summer.
Ludd A. Trozpek
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